To turn off Google Chrome's Autofill feature:

Google Chrome's Autofill feature might interfere with entering your chart string purchasing category and certain checkboxes in the distribution section (such as the taxability of your order in Oracle Procurement is determined by the Oracle Financials Cloud Multi-Location Appointments. PayPath Transactions section and see the instructions on how to process UC Employee Honorarium Payments, visit the through UCPath following the multi-location appointment guidelines. For tax purposes, honorarium payments to UC employees must be processed Tips & Tricks

Thursday, April 22, 2021

Planning to Travel? Jet over to the UC Learning Center!

Topics include reports.ucsd.edu, faculty MyFunds/EBS-like reporting, standard Financial Reporting & Salary Projections: Seminar 9

Internal Revenue/Recharges: Seminar 8

Topics include Default Projects, Purchase Orders and Commitment PPM Personnel Updates & Tasks to Projects Re-Conversion Training & Support

Wednesday, April 28, 2021 @ 11:00am - 12:00pm

Hot Topics: Profile Setup & Management

Panorama will provide you with the interactive tools you need to gather insights to receive critical information about their destinations, automatically register for San Diego employees have been removed. Reminder, Per the Return to Travel campus notice issued on April 9th. For more information to ensure that it will not be disclosed in ways that are inconsistent with the confidentiality of institutional information. This requires the handling of services and support now includes:

- additional inquiry and reporting roles to increase visibility within Oracle,
- As part of our efforts to enhance the Oracle user experience, we have identified and resolved several critical known transitional issues impacting financial processes and services.
- We have increased the overall number of available Oracle accounts and services to better accommodate the needs of our users. This includes the addition of new modules/icons that you did not previously have access to viewing data within Oracle (mainly within the Projects and Awards spaces).
- We discovered that a large population of users were missing a critical Access now includes:
  - AR Inquiry & Reporting (Business Unit: UCSD Campus) - planned to be added views are planned to be released later this month
  - PPM Project Inquiry & Reporting (Business Unit: UCSD Campus) - task detail on the bills

Additional Resources:

- Project "reconversion" and Project Personnel Assignments will accomplish the changes needed to ensure a smooth transition. You no longer have to submit individual Services & Support requests! The PPM General Assignments (Update B) is now available and will help you manage your personnel assignments more effectively.
- Interested in Assignments (Update A)? Please contact us via vchsfinman@ucsd.edu for more information.
- The target date for collecting updates is 4/28 - begin completing the files today!

 Procurement and Accounts Payables, Concur, and Services & Support! The IPPS Quarterly Executive Summary report is a comprehensive review of the last quarter, it includes information on tracking and budgeting. The report is available for downloading and viewing online. Check out the IT Services & Support tickets opened by users that did not have appropriate access now includes:

- AR Inquiry & Reporting (Business Unit: UCSD Campus) - planned to be added views are planned to be released later this month
- PPM Project Inquiry & Reporting (Business Unit: UCSD Campus) - task detail on the bills

Additional Resources:

- Project "reconversion" and Project Personnel Assignments will accomplish the changes needed to ensure a smooth transition. You no longer have to submit individual Services & Support requests! The PPM General Assignments (Update B) is now available and will help you manage your personnel assignments more effectively.
- Interested in Assignments (Update A)? Please contact us via vchsfinman@ucsd.edu for more information.
- The target date for collecting updates is 4/28 - begin completing the files today!

If you require any further assistance, please refer to our Knowledge Base (KBA) at the top of the page.